Abstract. The future "Internet of Services" (IoS) will provide an open environment allowing market participants to offer and consume services over Internet marketplaces. It gives businesses the opportunity to outsource parts of their business processes. This leads to networks of cooperating businesses with a distributed execution of processes and provides a good support for inter-enterprise modeling. Many methods have been proposed to describe such processes, however most only focus on certain aspects and fall short of others. We present ePASS-IoS, a unified approach to describe processes and service choreographies with well-defined execution and verification semantics. With the formulation of the wellknown workflow and interaction patterns in ePASS-IoS, we show that its expressiveness is adequate. To clearly define the semantics of the language, we formalize it using a process algebra.
Introduction
Globalization is continuously growing and with it, the challenges for today's enterprises. New goods appear more and more frequently, while existing goods disappear within shorter time slices. Hence the number of potential business partners is increasing. Therefore, suitable solutions for inter-enterprise business process management are becoming more important. The topic of interenterprise business process modeling is attracting a growing interest and a couple of works have investigated challenges and requirements for such business processes [4, 16, 18, 35, 19, 20] .
On the other side, we can observe two other major market trends. First, the success of so-called "apps", which are end-user applications that can be easily purchased on Internet marketplaces and installed on the user's computer. Second, the SOA architectural style is increasingly used inside enterprises to reuse functionality in the application tier. The vision of the Internet of Services (IoS) lies in the connection of these two trends: software services should become tradable goods and enable the reuse of software components across businesses. In the IoS, multiple businesses cooperate and use interacting software services to implement business functionality due to the Process as a Service (PaaS) concept [10] . There are different ways how such software services are provided from a technical perspective, but we can mainly distinguish between two categories. First, there are services provided by process execution engines, such as a BPEL [26] engine. Second, there are services directly implemented in a programming language, such as Java. Regardless of this technical implementation, the behavior of such services can be described in the form of a process model, maybe on a somewhat abstract level.
In order to enable faster and easier inter-enterprise cooperation, we introduce an approach which uses the S-BPM paradigm in combination with the IoS [1] . We have chosen the "Parallel Activity Specification Scheme" (PASS [11, 13] ) as foundation for our extensions because we consider it the most suitable approach for these purposes. We denote the language elements which are introduced in [12] as ePASS. More reasons and advantages of ePASS in comparison with other languages are given in the explanation of the requirements and in the introduction of S-BPM in section 3.1.
Firstly, we describe the challenges and derive requirements from them. We identify two requirements that can not be fulfilled with current PASS solutions. First of all the modeling language must support the description of choreographies. The proof of this has been due up to now and will be given in section 3. The second requirement is the need for a formal verification semantics. For this we will use the π-calculus [25] in section 4 to formalize ePASS-IoS. We expect the reader to be familiar with the formal syntax and semantics [31] of the π-calculus. In section 5 we will discuss how ePASS-IoS fulfills the remaining requirements. The research context of this paper is focused on aspects enabling the automatization of testing interaction soundness in particular, and enabling soundness testing in general. Other important aspects like matching of nonfunctional properties or the automatical negotiation of contracts are out of the scope of this work. The following two contributions are elaborated in this paper:
1. It is shown that ePASS-IoS fulfills existing choreography requirements. An existing comparison of languages has been extended. 2. A π-calculus based formal semantics for ePASS-IoS 1.1 is given.
A recent work which describes important challenges for inter-enterprise process modeling is [4] which we adopt. C1) No central governance of the global process: This state is usually desired from each partner and is the most appropriate. C2) Autonomy of business partners: Each partner will model, execute, monitor, etc. its own part of the business process and needs the capability to hide internal aspects of its own process part. C3) Directly executable organisational process models: Mathias Weske states five different levels of business processes [34] . The last three ones are the levels of the Organisational, Operational and Implemented business processes. The processes of the organizational level serve for providing and consuming purposes and therefore the processes on this level must be executable. Furthermore, these process models must be directly executable or should be fully automatically generatable into directly executable process models. Otherwise, the risk for a nonconformance between the process model and the actual process can be very high. This would lead to incompatibility of the distributed process parts. Usually, organizational process models and their inputs and outputs are described in text files, what makes it even harder to get them directly executable. C4) Support of organizational units and roles: Processes within an enterprise are based on an existing organigram and different business roles of persons. This intra-enterprise structure has to be preserved to realize a well-formed mapping to the inter-enterprise structure. C5) Support of formal activity and data semantics: In order to enable interoperability, the description language for the interface must have an unambiguous semantics. This holds also for the activities that must not or should not be hidden. We derived the following three basic requirements from the challenges under consideration of the IoS use case and state one more important requirement.
Requirements

R1) Choreography description:
The modeling language must support the description of choreographies. Choreographies allow to describe which services are interacting and constraints on their message exchange patterns. In addition, it must be clear from the process model who has to do what. This aspect is often insufficiently expressed in mainstream languages, such as BPMN [27] , but it is important to know who is responsible for each activity once the process is executed in a distributed environment. Hence, we will introduce the concept of subjects below. Challenges C1), C2) and C5) are addressed by this requirement. R2) Formal semantics for model execution, verification and data specification. The formal specification of process modeling languages is done mainly for two reasons. First, the process model gains clear execution semantics, allowing it to be directly executed in an execution engine. Second, the model gains verification semantics. If the model can be transformed to a Petri Net [28] or a process calculus, etc., then automated verification techniques can be applied to it. Most importantly, in the IoS scenario we want to ensure interaction soundness between the services. Verification is desirable in general, because it allows to detect service incompatibilities before their execution, i.e., at composition time. The current PASS language is equipped with a formal execution semantics and a workflow engine for direct execution exists [24] . Due to this fact we consider PASS and ePASS-IoS as very exact modeling languages which is highly important property of BP modeling languages as well. A formal verification semantic is introduced for ePASS-IoS in this paper. Formalizing of data can be done by a couple of methods. Our approach is explained in section 4 and will tackle the challenges 3) and 5) given above. The formal syntax and the unambiguous semantic provide formal activity like verification methods. The formal verification will enable correct business processes through all 3 level "Organisational, Operational and Implemented", which leads into directly executable and consistent models.
R3) Hierarchability:
Hierarchability denotes the ability to move up and down in terms of the abstraction level in the process model. This offers three important benefits. Firstly, it enables to model each of the three necessary business process abstraction levels by the same model. These levels are stated in C2) and are the levels of Organizational, Operational and Implemented business processes. ePASS and ePASS-IoS remove the gap between operational-and implemantionlevel by the natural language inspired modeling concept and the capability of refinement. More details are given in section 3.1. The PASS language already delivers hierarchability by the concept of composition of subject. Just as a composition of services is a service as well, a composition of subjects is also a subject. For example, a subject oriented business process is modeled for a team in a company. The result of the process will propagate to another team of the same devision. Now, one subject can be decelerated as an external subject and can be used by other processes as an usual subject. By recursively applying this concept, any arbitrary level of abstraction is reachable with the same modeling concept. This is a large advantage on top of other languages like BPMN [27] or EPC [32] . The intension of these language is to describe the whole process within one model. BPMN consist of many elements and concepts and could be used to emulate the same kind of hierarchisation but it is not supported inherently. BPEL provides the same concept because it orchestrates services to composed services. One drawback of BPEL is that the language is not suitable for business man because of its character of an graphical, imperative programming language. Another drawback is the strong limitation to only 8 very simple interaction patterns which are prescribed by the WSDL 2.0 [6] . To overcome this limit, BPEL can be equipped with an formal semantics as well as it is done for example in [22, 23, 21, 33] . Secondly, it enables to avoid one-shot transformations. Instead of transforming from an abstract process notation to an executable notation, such as transforming from BPMN subsets to BPEL [26] , all technical refinements should be directly possible within the same model. This enables us to directly execute the model and hence to keep the modeled process consistent with the executed process at all times. This requirement comes up and is driven by the challenge C3) and is a major benefit for BPM. Thirdly, businesses consider their processes often as trade secrets and are not willing to fully disclose them. The concept of hierarchability allows us to describe processes on a higher abstraction level, which is still sufficient for verifying service interactions, but they are no longer executable. Together with a well-defined semantic of the language, it is also possible to programmatically derive this external behavior of a service from the detailed process model. Challenges C2), C3) and C4) are addressed by this requirement. Beside the requirements we derived from the challenges, we state one important requirement which should meet by every BP modeling language. R4) Expressiveness despite usability by business users: S-BPM is supposed to be particularly usably by business users. More details are given in section 3.1 and [12] . In [14] is shown how the workflow patterns [9] can be expressed. Finally, we describe in this paper how ePASS-IoS meets the requirements of choreography description languages. The business process in (a) consists of three subjects S1, S2, S3 which exchange the messages a, b, c, d among each other. During runtime, subjects are provided by subject providers which execute the internal behavior of the subjects (b). The structure of the messages is illustrated in (c).
ePASS-IoS as Choreography Description Language
Introduction to S-BPM
To define new business processes, or to describe or adapt existing ones, many roles are often involved in enterprises. Examples for such roles are business analysts, method strategists, process engineers and others. This leads to misunderstandings during the communication between participants of different roles. The reasons for this are well known: Every participant has their own knowledge of different domains. Also, they have their own views on the process and its tasks, and/or different domain specific terms or modeling languages are used. To tackle this problem the Subject Oriented Business Process Management (S-BPM) approach uses a certain concept that is derived from natural languages.
Every natural language consists of the structure elements subject, predicate and object. Furthermore, every ordinary human being speaks at least one natural language, and is therefore familiar with this concept. S-BPM processes consist of the same elements and thus we consider it as most appropriate for business users. The Subjects are conceptual placeholders for subject providers which are the actual actors at runtime. The Predicates are activities which can be performed by a subject provider. The basic activities are Send, Receive and Action. The Objects are the messages that are exchanged among subjects. Figure (1a) depicts a simple subject oriented business process model with the subjects S1, S2 and S3. The subjects S1 and S2 exchange messages of the message type a and b,c while S2 and S3 exchange messages of the type d. In natural language we would say: S1 (subject) sends (predicate) the message a (object) to S2 (indirect object).
Subjects (Figure 1 (a),1(b)) have a certain process specification which defines the internal behavior of the subject providers. All language elements of ePASS-IoS are explained in more detail in subsection 3.3. The simplified internal behavior of the subject S2 consist of the three basic activities: Receive, Action, Send and the End element. The internal behavior has the following meaning: Firstly, a message a is received. Then a function is invoked which can deliver the two different return values r1 and r2. If the return value equals r1, then message b will be send and the process will End. If the return value equals r2, then firstly the messages c and d are sent in a sequence and finally the execution of the internal behavior will End.
Subject provider (Figure 1(b) ) are instances of subjects and execute the behavior of the subject at runtime. While a subject is only a conceptual unit, the subject provider is a living or processing unit, which interacts with other actors at runtime. Therefore, we use the term subject provider for everything that 1) has a well defined process behavior and 2) executes this behavior during the runtime of the process. One example for subject providers are humans, since they receive e-mails, files, voice commands, etc. in a business process, then they do something with these entities and finally they pass on their results. Manufacture robots also get devices or components for processing, and their behavior can be modeled with the same constructs. A subject provider can also be a software system like a stakeholder relationship management system (SRM) or an entity relationship management (ERM) system. A more practical example is a subject called baker. It defines the kind of subject which will be used in the process. Subject providers could be the baker Winston Smith living in city A or the baker Paul Roberts living in city B. The process model itself should be independent from its context of execution. If the process is executed in A, than the subject provider Winston Smith will be used during runtime, because he lives there. Otherwise, if the process is executed in B, than the subject provider Winston Smith will used during runtime.
Message types (Figure 1(c) ) consist of a header part and the payload part m. The header contains information for addressing and matching the messages. The message broker reads the receiver set tSP of subject providers and delivers the payload and the identification information to them. The subject providers need the identification information to control their internal behavior. In this work, the set of subject providers is not supported yet. Therefore, we limit the set to one element. As we will explain in more detail below, the control flow of the internal behavior depends on the identification information. The payload is assembled by one or more business objects. Business objects are well defined forms or representatives for real world objects like products that have to be delivered, a physical package or everything else exchanged by enterprises. As example we choose a message content called book post. It consists of the business objects book, delivery note and a cardboard box. A message is an instance of message type and will be sent to the customer. ePASS-IoS consists of a graphical syntax, a formal execution semantics and a formal verification semantics. We focus on the syntax and the formal verification semantics in this paper. To enable formal verification the formal verification semantic is used to translate the process model into a formal model. While the process model is independent from the system architecture, the formal model is derived from the process model under consideration of architecture components. Figure ( 2) depicts the architecture of the ePASS-IoS system. The service marketplace enables the trading of businesses processes by the Process as a Service concept. Each enterprise can be a process provider or a process consumer. Process provider will register subjects of their processes which serves as connection point. Process consumer will find these subjects and can establish a connection to them during the process execution. To realize both tasks the communication channel (2a) between an enterprise and the service marketplace is used. Certainly, the service marketplace has one channel for each Enterprise as indicated in Figure 2 .
Architecture and Methods
A process instantiation (2A) can be triggered by two different events. Firstly, a request is sent by a Client application of the own enterprise (2b). Such an application can be everything that is used by a subject provider, e.g. a local or mobile application, a web browser application or an enterprise application like a stakeholder relationship management system (SRM). The client can get information about the process (2c) from the Repository Agent which is an front-end of the repository and stores all descriptions which are necessary for the BPM. All necessary information are sent to the workflow engine (2b) to instantiate the process. It constructs a new subject provider agent, notifies the message broker via channel (2d) and the client via channel (2b). Every further communication between the client and its subject provider agent is done via channel (2e).
Secondly, a request is sent by an external subject form an external enterprise (2f) and is received by the message broker. In this case the message broker evaluates the concerning rules using the Repository Agent (2g), sends an instantiation trigger to the workflow engine (2d), receives address information of the subject provider agent and delivers the message into the Input pool of the subject provider (2h). The input pool is a channel based message buffer and enables asynchronous communication between subject providers. Furthermore it increases interaction soundness by reducing the probability of communication deadlocks. The concept is simple: The input pool just stores messages. When the Internal Behavior agent of the subject provider requires a message, it is propagated to it via channel (2i). Deadlocks will only occur when both communication partner are in a receive state or one execution partner is already finished. A wrong send order of messages does not lead to a deadlock. An example is a subject provider SP 1 which internal behavior expects first a message m 1 and then a message m 2 . If the input pool of SP 1 gets first the message m 2 , the internal behavior agent just waits until the message m 1 arrives at the input pool. Then it will firstly receive m 1 via channel (2i) and then message m 2 . The internal behavior agent can directly communicate to the Rule Evaluator agent to get sets of candidate subject providers (2j). This could be necessary for interenterprise communication. The set of subject providers of the own enterprise is usually known and does not change frequently. Hence, for intra-enterprise communication the selection can often be performed automatically. Further more the internal behavior agent performs all actions which can be defined by the language set shown in Figure 3 . Are the receiver subject providers selected, the candidate set is sent to the message broker (2k) which will process it via the Message Distributor.
Language elements of ePASS-IoS
The 15 language elements of the ePASS-IoS language are depicted in Figure ( already been explained in [12] . We introduce the syntax of the elements in this section while more details and the formal semantics of the elements are given below. The Subjects (1) and the Channels between them (2) are used on the organizational and on the operational business process level and is denoted as layer L 1 . Subjects are connected by unidirectional channels, which enable the communication between them. At runtime message can be sent and received by subject providers. The messages can have different message types.
The elements on the layer L 2 are used for modeling the internal behavior on the operational business process level at the border to the implementation level. The actions of the internal behavior can be refined with Java code which can be interpreted by the workflow engine. Therefore it is simple to connect the internal behavior of the subject provider to the IT of the implementation level. Send (3), Receive (4) and Action (5) are the basic activities. The internal behavior of subjects has exactly one Start activity (6) and can have an arbitrary number of End activities (7). Start activities are denoted by a bold border. Every activity can be a start activity. The Observer (8) manages interrupts and exceptions. When such an event happens, it leads the control flow to an alternative behavior. The Macro (9) just gives the ability to define a subgraph of internal behavior for the purpose of reusability. Control flow edges are used together with all the other elements of the L 2 layer. Label l of the edge (15) has different meanings which will be explained in more detail below. Edges of type (16) are Timeout edges. The label t denotes an absolute time. If this time is met the control flow will go along these edges. Nodes declared with (6) can have an arbitrary number of out-edges and the End node (7) can have an arbitrary number of in-edges. All other nodes can have an arbitrary number of in-and out edges. The semantics of this pattern is an exclusive choice split and join. In order to fulfill a task, certain activities often have to perform and others could be performed in addition. This is the reason for the activities (10) and (13) which are called Modal split and Modal join. They form a combination of an AND-split and join pair and an OR split and join pair. If OR traces (12) will be executed, then they will be executed in parallel to the AND traces (11) . Fully automatic subject providers can perform the AND traces in parallel while human subject providers can perform them in a sequence or switch among them during the execution. These two operators are inspired from [14] where the Checklist operator is defined. This operator is a gateway because there is only one symbol for split an join and that is the difference to our modal split and join pair. A formal semantic was not given for the Checklist operator.
Requirements for Choreography description languages
The following requirements of Table 1 are obtained from [17, 8] and are used to evaluate ePASS-IoS.
Graphical notation (+) The notation is given by the ePASS-IoS workflow
language notation which is very similar to the original PASS notation.
R1. Multi-lateralinteractions (+)
The number of subjects is not limited and every subject can be provided by any number of subject provider at the same time. That holds already for the graphical layer. The formal verification model of ePASS-IoS supports only one subject provider. R2. Service topology (+) The subject interaction or process layer L 1 provides the essential structural view of the choreography. R3. Service sets (+) Every subject is a placeholder for an arbitrary number of subject providers. R4. Selection of services and reference passing (+) The subject providers are normally selected during runtime. The message broker manages the message delivery and one part of the message is the backchannel of the sender. R5. Message formats (+) The messages are defined by XSD specifications. R6. Interchangeability of technical configurations (+) As mentioned above, the process model, the embedding information of the enterprise and the embedding information of the IT of the enterprises are separated. The technical configurations are stored in the IT embedding part. R7. Time constraints (+) Timeout edges can be defined on the workflow level and the edges are mapped to the formal model as well. R8. Exceptionhandling (+) Exceptions and interrupts can be handled by the observer. R9. Correlation (+/-) The ePASS-IoS models are models of a process instance. Different process instances can be handled by the workflow engine. There is no language element of ePASS-IoS that enables to handle different conversations to the same interaction partners. However, the correlations can be handled on the implementation layer L 3 . That means, that Java code can be written for the involved activities.
R10. Integration with service orchestration languages (+)
The choreographies modeled by ePASS-IoS are directly executable. Therefore the orchestration support is inherent.
Formal foundation of ePASS-IoS 1.1
After a syntactical introduction of ePASS-IoS 1.1 and its graphical elements in chapter 3.3 we lead on with the semantics of ePASS-IoS. The π-calculus [25] provides formal concepts which were invented to describe concurrent dynamic processes. We will demonstrate that this process algebra fits to the concepts of subject oriented business process modeling with the necessary formal precision. The syntax and structural operational semantics (SOS) [29] of π-calculus is defined by Sangiorgi and Walker in [31] . The formal syntax is given Table 3 . Labeled transition semantics of π-calculus [31] in Table 2 and defines all possible operators and channel definitions. The labeled transition semantics of π-calculus is introduced in Table 3 . Although many different extensions of π-calculus [5, 15] were enhanced the concepts with special features we are using the basic version of π-calculus for obtaining universality. In the following section we demonstrate the complete mapping of ePASS-IoS 1.1 concepts (Figure 3 ) to π-calculus. We start with basic elements and force first examples with basic communication including send and receive activities.
Termination
Termination of a subjects internal behaviour is denoted by the End activity of ePASS-IoS 1.1. The End activity is mapped to the NIL-operator of π-calculus. Milner used this feature from λ-Calculus [7, 2] in which it is describing an empty End := 0 Fig. 4 . End activity list to describe the "empty process" with the symbol "0". An empty process is a process which is inactive and has no active function. Mostly the NIL operator is used to terminate a sequential list of agent activities and thus the agent. To describe such termination the syntax of the original PASS [11] provides functional states with final flags. The symbol of a circle is reused in ePASS-IoS 1.1. On the left-hand side of Figure 4 the language element of ePASS-IoS is depicted. On the right-hand side the process agent End is defined in π-calculus with the symbol 0 as an empty process. This action is either performed manually or automatically. In the manual case, the users get a message what they have to do and state the result manually afterwards. As an example, we can imagine a check of a proposal. After the check they can state about a rejected or accepted proposal. Actions can also be performed automatically. For this purpose software code in Java can be written and attached to the actions. This concept is already defined in PASS and is called refinement of the activities.
An action is in every case a mapping from an input value to exactly one output value. Figure 5 shows the node symbol of the activity in ePASS-IoS. It can be labeled with a name and annotated by additional properties. The example in Figure 5 shows this annotation with in the square brackets. The function name act is used as internal channel between the declaration agent A D and the functional agent A F . The agent A F receives a input value tuplex and a timeout value t from this interface. If the internal action τ F is executing within the scheduled time the response r is responded to the declaration agent A D . Otherwise the timeout response r t is received and a different activity · will be executed as next. The timeout behavior is considered as non deterministic (+) because the results of the action is not known during pre runtime. A further support of time as just a τ -branch is not necessary since only the cases timeout happens and timeout does not happen have to be considered. The symbol · is a placeholder for representing the next activity. For example the · can be the end activity 0 and the subjects behavior will terminate. Before the verification task all placeholder values · are specified with concrete terms.
At this point we demonstrate the simplification of the π expression of the action activity as shown in Figure 5 . We will use step by step the rule semantics of Table 3 . First, we apply the rule Close-L. The request channels act x, t and act(x, t) synchronize. Then the invisible action τ F is executed. The request channels r join by appling rule Close-L and other functional agents are allowed to be executed. The semantic rules simplify the π expression into a sequence of two τ followed by m τ -branches. We remove the leading two τ for simplification because they do not have an affect on the control flow and the states space of the whole system is reduced by this.
τ. i
Send activity
The send activity is build up from 4 action activities (see Figure 6 ). In chapter 3.2 the message broker was defined as one element within the ePASS-IoS architecture. This broker can evaluate a set of message receivers based on internal rules. Therefore the first action of a send activity is to define an evaluation request. The request is sent to the rule evaluator of the message broker which responses a list of candidates for subject providers. Next, one or more subject providers are chosen. If no candidate was found the request definition can be revised. Otherwise, the set of selected subject provider is propagate to the message distributor of the message broker. As already mentioned, we support only one subject provider in this paper. The first parameter of the send activity is the backchannel s. This channel is an identifier of the sender and can be used by the receiver to response messages. The parameter f S is an abbreviation for from subject and is used by the receiver to control the control flow of its internal behavior. The set tSP is the set of subject providers which are to receive a message and finally, m is the actual message. The parameter s and f S are inserted by the transformation algorithm. As showed in the mapping of Figure 6 the send activity can be simplified as well.
Input pool:
Here the mapping of the concept "input pool" is described. This concept was already introduced by PASS. Since it has an effect to the communication behavior of the subject provider, we have to take it into consideration for the formal verification semantics. For implementing the asynchronous communication between subjects with the synchronous π-calculus the input pool is needed to buffer messages in an inventive manner. Instead of using one buffer (FIFO, LIFO or bag) for one channel as described in [3] the concept of an input pool provides a finite set of unlimited buffers for each subject. Thereby buffers are identified by its sender and by the message type. In Figure 7 the example of two senders and three message types is depicted. All incoming messages of a subject are received by the unambiguous input channel of its input pool. In the example of Figure 7 the channel ch receives the name of the sender s and the message m.
Message Broker After differentiating between the sender it has to be selected the right message type by using the match prefix of π-calculus. By means of this approaches the corresponding buffer can be selected. For example,if the message m 2 was sent by the sender s1, the buffer B s1m2 is selected. This buffer receives the message via the channel s1m2 and tries to forward the received message to the receiver activity through its internal channel s1m2i. To avoid a blocking process, the buffer agent is replicating itself (|B s1m2 ). The input pool can provide a finite set of unlimited buffers by this approach. The total formalizing of the subject S 3 is the composition of its internal behavior IB S3 and the input pool IP S3 .
Receive activity:
If the input pool of a subject contains messages for the subject, the receive activity can be activated. In the example of Figure 8 m different messages can be received alternatively. A receive activity can be connected to the input pool with internal channels s j m k i. The postfix i denotes internal. A := j Sender M essage i.A j Once the corresponding buffer of the input pool contains a message it will processed by the internal behavior of the subject. In Figure 8 the two agents Receive and Receive t are defined. The second one supports timeouts. The content of the message does not matter for verification purposes.
Modal split and modal join:
As already mentioned in section 3 these two operators are inspired from [14] where the Checklist operator is defined. The Modal split is splitting the control flow and the modal join is joining the branches. The adjective modal is derived from modal logic. Modal logic is an extension of the predicate logic with 2 operators. The ♦ represents the possibility of a proposition and the symbolizes the necessity of a proposition. The both concepts are used in ePASS to represent control flow branching. In the graphical representation of ePASS-IoS necessary control flow branches are drawn through and the possible control flow branches are dashed. In the example of Figure 9 the activities M 1 and M 2 are necessary while the activities M 3 and M 4 are optional. All activities can be executed concurrently. The M i are abbreviations for an arbitrary fragment of internal behavior definitions of subjects. They are called macros and will be explained in more detail in section 4.8. Within the π expression of the example the guardchannel g is used to ensure the necessary execution of the activities M 1 and M 2 . Additionally the guard is used in combination of the non-deterministic choice operator to indicate the termination or the skipping of the possible activities M 3 and M 4 . The agent of the modal join activity is waiting on this 4 guards before it releases the control flow. 
Observer:
The ePASS-IoS observer provides the capability to model a backup solution additional to the usual regular behavior. We will introduce interrupts and exceptions, show the corresponding ePASS-IoS processes and map this behavior to π-calculus.
Happy path: First of all we show a short example of a regular behavior, which can be interrupted by an event or abandoned by exceptions. We call such a regular behavior is called happy path. Figure 10 shows an example of a happy path, which will be used further to explain the concepts of the observer. The path starts with the receive activity A 1 and continues with 2 sequentially ordered action activities A 2 and A 3 . The end activity A 4 is terminating the happy path A 1 to A 3 . To describe such behavior the ePASS-IoS observer provides concepts to implement such interrupts. In π-calculus the parallel operator is used to provide additional behavior next to the happy path HP. Firstly, the happy path HP was extended by an alternative path. The old path and the new path are extended with the guards g 1 and g 2 . This is illustrated in Figure 11 . The observer sends any amount of g 1 until the receive activity A 6 receives the interrupt message im from the subject s 1 . Then the observer switches to sending g 2 . Therefore the control flow passes the action A 3 and is steered over the action A 5 . The branching interrupt ends in the same terminating activity Observers enable exception handling: Another important concept is the exception handling within business processes. In the example of Figure 12 the observer O(A 3 ) can catch the 2 exceptions exm 1 and exm 2 which can be thrown by the agent A 3 . These exceptions are just other possible results of A 3 . Therefore the transformation algorithm has to connect the results with the concerning agents A 5 and A 6 .
Macro:
If some internal behavior have to be used more than once, the concept of a macro can be used. Figure 13 shows an easy example. The branching behavior from the activity A 2 to the activities A 3 and A 4 can be encapsulated into the macro M . This macro can be used by the model developer in an efficient manner. By using the concrete mapping between each ePASS-IoS element and the π-calculus, as shown above, it is possible to transform an arbitrary business process model from ePASS-IoS to a π-calculus term. Exploiting the SOS rules leads to a labeled transition system of the whole business process model. This system can be analysed by using model checking methods.
Conclusion
We have introduced ePASS-IoS 1.1 as a new variant of S-BPM notations. It is an extension of ePASS and focuses on supporting the internet of service paradigms.
We have shown that ePASS-IoS is able to fulfill almost all requirements of a choreography description language. The support of correlations should be better. Up to now, correlations can only be supported if the maximal number of subjects is known during design time. In this case, the necessary number of subjects can be modeled. The extension of the graphical syntax and the concerning semantics is a future task.
A π-calculus based formal verification semantics is defined in this paper. It provides the ability to check the process models on soundness and interaction soundness. For more information about possible verification processes we recommend the work of Frank Puhlmann [30] .
